CALENDAR EVENTS
Monthly Meeting:
January 5th
8:30 a.m.
Bill Penney Toyota

Heart of the South Cruisers
purpose statement:
HOT South Cruisers is a growing group with a
positive attitude and desire to have fun as we
help one another in skills and projects.

Scheduled Events:
Meeting

Officers
Steve Lawrence
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Roma Scosyrev
Vice President
Michael Blake
Secretary
Kyle Massengale
TLCA Rep.

HOT South Cruisers
122 Chatham Cir
Madison, Alabama
hotsouthcruisers@gmail.com

Next Meeting Agenda
Report from Kyle on monthly TLCA phone call
Logo discussion
Progress report on club member rigs

Swap Shop

Minutes from the Dec. 8th
meeting

Parts Needed

Minutes from the November meeting
were read and accepted with out
corrections.

1 used right rear tail light
lens for a 76’ FJ40- Michael B

The meeting was held at Bill Penney
Toyota.
There were 13 in attendance.

Parts for Sale
A pair of doors 72’ $75.00
Windshield frame 72’ $100.00
2 heaters 72’ $50.00 each
– Michael B

Introductions were made.
Topics of discussion:
Everyone gave a description and status
of their rig with discussions on future
updates.
There was an update from Roma and
Kyle on the status of their rig building
progress.
Information request for member rigs to
be featured in future newsletters.
Steve has taken responsibility for the
club logo project.
Kyle reported on the TLCA phone call
for the month of December.
Newsletter format, changes, corrections
and suggestions were discussed.

During the meeting Craig Grabowsky
and Gary Schiffner officially joined the
club.

STOP READING THIS !
Now hand this article to your family...
Ok, family. I know you have been wondering what in the world are you going to
get your Cruiserhead for Christmas. I mean, this person has a hoard of parts
crammed in every nook of the attic and garage. This person has even taken
over the spare bedroom with parts, posters and boxes from things bought on
eBay. What spare FJ piece can you get that hasn't be gotten and stored for the
"rainy" day that he hasn't gotten already and hidden from you thinking you don't
know? Here is the perfect gift for this year!!!
Get your FJ enthusiast a membership to the Toyota Land Cruiser
Association! Chances are, he just received his last issue and his membership is
already up for renewal. The membership is the gift that will continue through the year and bring the warm fuzzies to that
special someone when the magazine comes in the mail every other month. I mean, it is like Christmas all over again! Not
only does your Cruiserhead get articles and information on things that he will actually read, he also enjoys being part of
his own association of folks just like him. Besides, what other gift can you get for less than $30 these days?
(Ok, now you can give the article back to him.) Many of you know As a TLCA member, you'll be able to receive "Member
Only" discounts from many of our Associate (Business) Members. Not all Associate Members give discounts, but enough
do that the cost of your TLCA membership could easily be returned in discounts alone. Our
Associate
Members also advertise exclusive product sales that only our members see. Some benefits
include one of
the best-and award winning!-marquee specific magazines out there, loaded with Toyota
4x4 specific
content, meeting and getting to know some the nicest people in the sport of offroading, and
receive information concerning a TLCA nationwide calendar of exciting off-road events!
Many Toyota dealers and aftermarket parts vendors offer substantial parts and service
discounts
with a TLCA membership.
Go on line (www.tlca.org) and check out the items available for Christmas that you family
would enjoy.
I know my wife would absolutely love the matching glass wear. I can see it now, our honored guests being served out of
the fine indestructible silicone pint cups with the TLCA logo proudly displayed. Hey! She will appreciate that it is dropsafe, chip-safe; burn-safe (you know who you are). There are many other items listed for the whole family – it’s your one
stop shop for Christmas this year!
Seriously, our club is a supporter of TLCA and we encourage our members to be a part of the association. Our club is
listed on the web-site now and TLCA whole-heartedly honored us by giving their seal of approval in becoming their
Alabama Chapter. Becoming a member for $30 has great benefits to each individual as well as supports our club with
national recognition.

Want to submit an article to Toyota Trails? Just follow these general guidelines and your submission
will be considered for publication in the magazine and/or at TLCA.org.
Check out or submit TLCA’s YouTube vids at http://www.youtube.com/TLCAvideos

I dedicate this short story to all you "Cruiserheads" out there, men and women, the only people
who really understand what this is all about...H.C.
The Broken Birfield Bar
The slender young man drove confidently, reveling in the looks
that his shiny new Wrangler attracted from people. Although it was still
brisk, he had taken the top down at the dealership, for he thought he
could attract more attention that way. He had also wrapped a brand new
tow strap, the thin kind with the hooks at each end, around the front
bumper. Crawford really felt like a four wheeler now.
Later that day he had gone into a construction site near his
house, and the way the shiny Wrangler had climbed over the dirt mounds
put a smile on his face. He had avoided the puddles, though, because he
didn't want the new truck dirty so soon. Plus, he was supposed to pick
his friend Gombay up that night for a night in the town, and he wanted
the truck to look its best!
Later that night, after he and Gombay had stopped and talked to a
bunch of girls in another Wrangler, Crawford proposed that they go get a
drink. "Where do you want to go?” Gombay said, as he watched yet another
shiny Wrangler go by. This time the people in it didn't wave. "Well, I
heard there's a bar on the west side where all the four wheelers gather,"
Crawford answered, "and I thought we should go check out the scene". "The
west side? Isn’t that kind of seedy?" Asked Gombay. "How bad can it be?"
Crawford said confidently. "Plus, now that I got the Wrangler we'll fit
in perfectly". The two friends took a U-turn in front of a Wendy's, and
sped towards the west side.
"Are you sure this is the right place?" asked Gombay, "I don't
see any other Wranglers. I don’t even see any Jeeps, for that matter;
only those weird looking old trucks!".” Yep! The Broken Birfield! This
is the place I heard those guys talking about!” Crawford drove slowly
into the large parking lot, stopping to look at the vehicles his friend
was referring to. "Those are Land Cruisers, stupid!" he said haughtily
"they're supposed to be good for off-roading". "Better than a Wrangler?"
Gombay asked. "No, man, don't you know this was picked as Four Wheel
Drive Vehicle of the Year? I have the magazine at home if you want to see
it". "All right", his friend answered, "but they look pretty beefy".
"Yeah, and rusty!! Ha, ha, ha!" Both friends laughed loudly, not noticing
the smirk that the driver of a Cruiser with Canadian plates was giving
them. They parked between a zebra-striped FJ40 from Tennessee and a
mean-looking, rusty 55 wagon with big tires. The shiny Wrangler almost
disappeared between the two trucks, and a feeling of dread passed briefly
through Crawford's mind briefly. As they walked towards the entrance,
Gombay noticed that there were a lot of trucks with Canadian plates in
the parking lot, many of them parked together as if by design. He also
noticed a huge brown truck with Alaska plates and 38" tires, and a bright
yellow FJ40 with evil-looking tires and Georgia plates still dripping
muddy water out the back of the tub. "Wow", he thought, "I guess these
people are serious"!!
Under a wooden sign with bright yellow letters that spelled "The
Broken Birfield Bar" stood the meanest-looking bouncer Gombay and
Crawford had ever seen. He wore an Aussie-looking hat and a t-shirt with
the letters "GSMTR" on it. Neither Crawford nor Gombay knew what words
the letters represented. The man, who was wearing a name tag with the
words "Mr. Greenway" on it, was in the middle of a good-natured argument
with some guy he called Jack, who insisted that you hadn't wheeled unless
you had run a glacier. "Five dollar cover charge, unless you drive a
Cruiser!" the bouncer said, "You can get your raffle tickets right here,
as many as you want, unless you're Canadian. Then it's a 5-ticket limit".
Since neither friend understood what was going on, they paid their cover
charge and bought five tickets each. "I'm going to have to pawn my watch
tomorrow" Gombay thought. As the two friends walked in, the first thing

they noticed was a massive wooden bar that sprawled from one end of the
room to the other. At the end closest to the entrance, a lively
discussion, between seven or eight people on the advantages of gas vs.
diesel was in full swing. Gombay and Crawford walked up to the bar and
sat next to the group. Gombay ordered two beers from a tall bartender. A
shorter bartender, whom Gombay thought looked vaguely familiar, was
engaged in conversation with two girls, one of which was flirtatiously
pulling her waistband down to show him her tattoo. The blushing
bartender, who happened to be happily married, was saved by a tall young
man who spoke with a Dutch or German accent. "Hey, Rainman, give me
another Broken Birfield" the bartender smiled as he poured the young man
a shot. "Sure, Willem-Jan you want a beer with that?" Both men laughed,
and Gombay and Crawford were left to themselves. At the other end of the
bar, two men, obviously Australian, were having a drinking match with two
Canadians and a bearded fellow that everyone called Gary. Bits and pieces
of their conversation drifted towards the two friends, and pretty soon
they had figured out that the Aussies were named Nigel and Jack, and the
Canadians Mike and Warren.
Across from the bar were a trio of pool tables. At the first one
were a group of men and women with Windy City Land Cruiser t-shirts, a
tall young man with a fleece vest, and a thin looking fellow with a pipe
and a handlebar mustache; at the second table a foul-mouthed short
fellow, a tall, stocky young man with longish blond hair who spoke with a
British accent, a short, redheaded fellow named Will and a bearded man
named Ernie were obviously playing for money. Under the table, a shaggy
brown dog lay placidly, but nobody seemed to mind. From time to time,
the short man with the bandanna around his head would lovingly throw the
dog a couple of french fries, which immediately disappeared without the
dog moving. At the last table, two guys named Lance and Kerry were
playing a guy called Kevin and his wife, both of which spoke with a soft
southern drawl. All four were laughing at something, but somehow Crawford
and Gombay missed the joke.
Two women walked by Crawford and Gombay on their way to the bar,
but they didn't even look at the two fellows. One of them, with a thick
New Brunswick accent, called at the tall bartender for two beers, and
then called at the other woman to join her; "Annie, over here. I want you
to meet my friend Mooseman!” The big fellow she was referring to had
just spotted a good friend of his, who was unsuccessfully trying to
convince a man named Andy and his wife that he could not get them a Land
Cruiser from Venezuela!
Sipping their beers, Gombay and Crawford continued to look around
the bar, hoping perhaps to find someone talking about a Wrangler, or
perhaps even another Jeep! They tried to start conversation with two men
who had approached the bar, but as soon as the word Jeep came out of
Crawford's mouth, one of the two guys, wearing a "Land Cruiser FAQ"
t-shirt, turned to the other and said "C'mon, Gord, let's get "oat" of
here!".
No matter where they turned, the two friends couldn't seem to
make conversation. One crazy looking guy from Philadelphia started
rambling about double-galvanizing-triple-POR-15'ning the chassis of his
military trailer to stop the rust. Another guy who everyone called
"Corky" was bragging about how we would go to a place called "Catamount"
and not do any work for a change; this brought laughter from a guy named
Tim and a couple of Canadian brothers, who were all drinking out of
fiberglass mugs. Across from them, another Canadian, a particularly
shaggy-looking fellow, was describing to a delighted crowd how his wife
had followed him on a trail, destroying her wagon in the process.
Suddenly, two friendly looking guys, one tall and lanky and the
other one strong and grizzled got up on the bar, proudly announcing that
they had driven fourteen hours to the bar. This brought a round of
applause, until an even taller and lankier fellow whose last name nobody
could pronounce announced that it had taken him fifty-two(!) to drive
from California, triggering another round of applause. Some man named

Day, also from California, whipped out a Mexican sombrero and invited
everyone in the room with a wagon to follow him to Baja for an
expedition. Everyone laughed and many a drink was passed around.
Gombay turned to Crawford and said: "I'm going to walk around for
a while and try to mingle". While Gombay was gone, Crawford took a look
at the walls, most of which were packed with pictures of Land Cruisers,
not just FJ40's rock crawling (of which there were more than a fair
share), but of every model of Land Cruiser, conquering every kind of
terrain on every corner of the earth. Other memorabilia included a broken
rear axle signed by C. Gregory, an autographed copy of the original
Clevis Bungee cord cartoon, a chrome grill piece donated by an R. Benett,
and dozens of the parts that had given the bar it's name, all hanging
from the walls and ceiling.
Suddenly, Crawford turned around and his blood chilled. An entire wall of
the bar was covered with pictures of Wranglers, CJ's, and Cherokee's
being pulled out of harm's way by all types of Land Cruisers. In the
middle of the wall was a small shelf, upon which sat a thin bluish
hardcover book, written in a foreign language, that seemed to glow with a
sinister light, as if mocking him. And then Crawford understood. He did
not belong here, he never would!
With sweaty palms and nervous gestures, he walked across the bar,
rescuing Gombay , who was being told by a giant, fiery chef that if he
didn't like chicken fingers marinated in diesel and coated in graham
crackers, he would have to leave. Hurriedly, the two men left the bar,
dropping their raffle tickets on the counter in lieu of payment. As the
two fools tried to start their Wrangler (a difficult task in the presence
of such intimidating company), a young Canadian, on his way back from the
restroom, saw the raffle tickets and picked them up, chuckling to
himself "looks like another good night, eh?".

By Henry J. Cubillan

Steve's Corner:
Hi and welcome to my little corner of the newsletter. Here it is the weekend before Christmas and I still
haven't finished the preload on the split case. With the Daughter coming to visit for the next week, it's not looking
good for any time soon. I hope everyone has a wonderful Christmas and a Happy New Year!
I would like to welcome our 2 newest members: Craig Grabowsky and Gary Schiffner. We look forward to
spending some Cruiser time with you guys. Gary has also volunteered to help with our logo. Thank you Gary.
I hope everyone enjoys the short story I sent in. It is an old one from the days of the Land Cruiser Mailing List.
The author, Henry Brimmer, is also the photographer for the annual Land Cruiser calendar. I believe the TLCA
sells them every year.
Looking forward: The GSMTR '13 is in May and will be at Sparta, TN. I used to go every year when they
had it at Tellico but once that OHV area was closed, I stopped going. I decided to go in 2012 and it was great!! I
will do my best not to miss it again (except for 2014 as I will be in Afghanistan). Kyle had an emergency last year
and missed out on a great time. For you that know Ray (my BFF) from my old club in FL, he will be there, and if
you like to watch crazy, he is worth watching!! They have primitive camping with showers and rest rooms. The
trails are some of the best I've been on.
I will close with that. See you on Jan 5th at 8:30 am at Bill Penney Toyota.

Till then keep it in low range!!
Steve.

Club Highlights and Spotlights
I’m still in need of suggestions on the type of information you want to see in
the newsletter. Don’t be bashful. I can also use ideas and material for articles on a
monthly basis. I can be reached at 256-508-9282 or michaelbb7@juno.com.
Remember to visit our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/groups/176734685760612/?fref=ts and our
club page on IH8Mud’s clubhouse forum http://forum.ih8mud.com/al-hot-south-cruisers/

Top 10 clues you might be a Cruiserhead:
1. A new dent in the sheet metal actually straightens out other dents.

2. You know a minimum of three 1-800 numbers or the web sites to after market off-road businesses by heart.

3. You want to take things apart and rebuild them even if they aren't broken.

4. You own a vehicle that weighs more than it did when it came from the factory.

5. You look at cruisers in movies and television shows and try to identify the model and date of manufacture.

6. You are the type of person who immediately goes postal if you sit in a highway traffic jam for more than
fifteen minutes, yet can spend six hours driving a total of 1 1/2 miles and consider it a total form of relaxation.

7. Nine out of ten people think you have an awesome j**p.

8. You join a club just to be around people in your same frame of mind.

9. You spend more time working on your cruiser than you do driving it.

10. You have the monetary equivalent of a Mercedes sedan invested, but your vehicle still looks bad.

Club Members

Mike Bellomy

mike.bellomy@basf.com

Scottsboro

Josiah Blake

legos611@gmail.com

Huntsville

Michael Blake

michaelbb7@juno.com

Huntsville

Kenneth Ellis

krellis@crimson.ua.edu

Huntsville

Craig Grabowsky cgrabowsky@yahoo.com

Madison

Andrew Harless

adh965@aol.com

Madison

Joe Harless

jdharless57@knology.com

Madison

Paul Howell

jpaulhowell@hotmail.com

Decatur

Stan Hudson

hudsonsdsb@knology.com

Madison

Steve Lawrence

fj40cruiserhead@yahoo.com

Somerville

Kyle Massengale kdmassengale@att.net

Madison

Gannon Miles

Brownsboro

Scott Miles

scott.g.miles@gmail.com

Brownsboro

Zack Penney

zp@billpenney.com

Huntsville

Gary Schiffner

gschiffner@mcafabrication.com

Winchester TN

Roma Scosyrev

romascosyrev@hotmail.com

Huntsville

Friends / Affiliates
Alex

Huntsville

Dan Beatty

Huntsville

Dennis Fairchild

Madison

Brett Hudson

Madison

Zack Heard

Tuscaloosa

Tom Holton
Greg Kennemer

Birmingham

Bruce Mitchell

Madison

Malcolm Grimes Montgomery
Elbert Clarke

Cullman

Dan Blackburn

Bay Minette

Taylor Jefferson

Huntsville

Ray Towner

Ft Walton Beach

